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Concerning the LOGO…
It is old history beginning in 1976, in Carignan.
I drew this logo, because it is one of my techni-
ques of projection. After I decorated it with a
dragon.
I asked my Belgian friend Guy Bosquet (a pain-
ter) to refine it.
Dick Morris took a photo. Some time later he
printed some badges without asking my autho-
rization.
I was surprised!! I did not say: it was my fault!!
Since then the time has passed…
I see you are having some problems with this design.
Also seen our friendship I’m confirming for you that I gave this design to you
in 1976.
If you need a separate letter I’m preparing it for you:
I, the undersigned, ROLAND MAROTEAUX, declare in 1976 I gave you
this logo which I drew, giving the intellectual property to Mr GIACOMO
SPARTACO BERTOLETTI. 
It is one projection of my technique GOSHINDO, surrounded by a dragon
which became  the logo of the  WJJF..
I have in my hands the original design and the photos.
With my best wishes of Budoka.

ROLAND MAROTEAUX

Kaicho for Ireland is given a special recognition award by his lo-
cal borough council
The councils in Ireland have just started a new process of development where
they are amalgamating to make ‘Super-councils’. To mark this event the Bo-
rough Council of Ballymena – where the headquarters for WJJF/KO Ireland
is situated, decided to acknowledge the work of local community figures who
had dedicated a lot of their time
and effort to improving their local
communities.
Kaicho David Toney’s 25 years ac-
ting as National Coach for Ireland
was highlighted, together with the
fact that he had received a Lifetime
Achievement Award from Soke
Clark in 2004. The opening of
‘The Dojo’ community Martial Art
Centre in the town has been heral-
ded as an excellent facility which
gives back to the community by

helping to develop discipline and respect in the young people that are Ire-
land’s future. This not only provides an excellent local base but also a central
resource for the entire province as it is here that National and Black belt gra-
dings are held as well as the WJJF/KO Ireland Coaching and Junior Leader
Programmes. Toney was congratulated for his unending energy and motiva-
tion which is demonstrated in his enthusiastic approach to leading the orga-
nization and thanked for his efforts in promoting the sport of Ju-Jitsu and en-
couraging a healthy lifestyle for all.
He was presented with a beautiful painting depicting local life in the town, si-
gned by local artist Judith Logan.

Hoshiyama-Ryu JuJitsu
The family Samurai Jujitsu system of Chris Kazuo Hoshiyama, 10th Dan,
Menkyo Kaiden, has been passed down from Iwamatsu Hoshiyama.
Hoshiyama Sensei began his martial arts training in the family Jujitsu system
passed down from his father Kazuo Hoshiyama who in turn learned from his
father Iwamatsu Hoshiyama who received the Shogo title of Hanshi and rank
of 10th Dan from the pre-war Dai Nippon Butokukai. Iwamatsu Hoshiyama
sensei would often talk about the legendry jujitsu master Sokaku Takeda to
his son Kazou.
The Hoshiyama family comes from a long family line of Martial Artists. Ho-
shiyama sensei’s Grandfathers side is of Samurai bloodline from the mainland
of Japan.  
The family Jujitsu has been passed down from this line.  His Grandmother is
Okinawan and moved to the mainland in the early 1900’s.
With this there was a name change due to discrimination against those of
Okinawan blood to a Japanese one.  Hoshiyama Sensei is of a distant blood
relation to the very famous Karate family of Okinawa the Shimabukuro’s whi-
ch was headed by Tatsuo Shimabukuro Sensei the founder of Isshin-Ryu and
Eizo Shimabukuro Sensei the founder of the Shobayashi-Ryu branch of Sho-
rin-Ryu. 
The origin of the Hoshiyama Family Jujitsu has been very difficult to trace
back to its beginnings.  Some of the techniques have a resemblance to the
very old methods of Yoshimitsu Minamoto (1056-1127), the founder of
Takeda-ryu Aikijujitsu and the Yoshin-ryu school of Jujitsu founded by Yo-
shitoki Shirobei Akiyama around 1723. When, where, and how these con-
nections were made remains unknown.  However I must be clear this is not
Aikijujitsu.
These techniques have a similarity to what is taught by some of the modern
Aiki-jujitsu schools and the so-called hard Jujitsu schools. A large part of
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the syllabus emphasizes atemi-jitsu (vital point
striking methods). The techniques that are taught are
nage-waza (throwing techniques), kansetsu-waza
(joint locking techniques), torite-waza (grappling
hand), atemi-waza (vital point), and lastly shime-waza
(choking techniques) and katame-waza (holding tech-
niques) as these were thought to be the least impor-
tant of the techniques taught.
Sensei’s great-grandfather Yoshimatsu
Hoshiyama(b.1825?) was born into a Samurai Family
and learned all of the techniques of the Samurai tradi-
tion including Archery, Spearmanship, Swordsman-
ship, Horsemanship, Swimming with armor and Jujit-
su (Aikijujitsu) a tradition with a history that lasted
over 1000 years. Sensei’s grandfather was born in
1876 during the time of Meiji at a time when the Sa-
murai were no longer needed. Sensei’s great-grand-
father Yoshimatsu Sensei was reduced from being a
proud warrior to becoming a rickshaw driver as his
new profession. Yoshimatsu Sensei passed on only his
knowledge of Jujitsu to his son Iwamatsu Hoshiyama
(1876-1951) as the other arts were no longer needed.
What is interesting is that when learning his family
jujitsu, there were no names give to each techniques and no structure given to
the teaching of the art. He would be called into the garden by his father and
told “we learn this today”. Training for both sensei and his father would be
every single day for hours at a time. The names given to each technique are a
modern addition, and names adapted to differentiate each technique, many
from sensei and his father. 
Sensei’s father Iwamatsu Sensei was born in Niigata city, Japan and moved to
the United States in the 1930’s where he started a flower farm in the San Fer-
nando Valley. This farm became a thriving business until World War II when
Yoshimatsu Sensei, his Okinawan wife Maki (1899-1961), sensei’s father Ka-
zuo Hoshiyama (1923-1996), his other son George (1924-1986), and daugh-
ter Hanna (1927- ) were all American citizens who were imprisoned in the
Manzanar Relocation Facility. Manzanar was one of 10 Internment Camps
that held over 120,000 Americans of Japanese descent prisoner during World
War II. During Kazuo Sensei’s time in the camp he trained not only in the fa-
mily form of Jujitsu, which he began as a small boy with his father, but also
trained with friends who studied several Jujitsu disciplines along with Judo.
This must have not been an easy task as it is doubtful that the prisoners
would have been allowed to train openly.
His father passed down the system to his son, what he had learned
over the years, most of which sensei has kept to himself, with only
sharing his knowledge with one or two very close students, with so-
me of what he had learned from his father, mostly as Karate bunkai
(kata application). A few years ago after suffering a crippling injury
in a car accident he decided it is time to pass on his families Jujitsu
techniques before they are forgotten. With this in mind he chosen
two trusted students, Withey sensei and Tapia sensei to pass his
knowledge to preserve the system, in order that they can carry forth
the teaching of this unique system to more students to keep it alive.
It has to be said this old style of jujitsu is different and very devasta-
ting, not for the faint hearted and can only be taught to adults. 
Sensei often reminds his students that there are “no nages (th-
rows)”..?                                
This message can only be fully understood when one is on the recei-
ving end of a technique, because if the techniques are fully applied,
you will not be able to break-fall, because you will have received
broken or separated bones, become debilitated, or deceased before

the completion of the technique. 
Withey sensei recently stated, “everything I have re-
searched on traditional and ancient jujitsu is that if
the technique took more than 2-3 seconds, it wasn’t
worth practicing because you would be dead on the
battle field, ambushes, or even in unrestricted combat
fights amongst clans”. Another example here would
be Yama-nage Rukko, or Hoshiyama mountain throw
simular to a technique called “Yama Arashi”, from
which, very few opponents, if ever were able to stand
after the technique was applied, causing massive inter-
nal damage. This was deemed too violent for Judo,
because both arms can be snapped before they hit the
floor!
The special whips, hip rotations, centreline accelera-
ted techniques define the Hoshiyama Jujitsu system,
with little or no ground techniques, because you are
on a battle field fighting numerous people intent on
your destruction. This is one of the very few true bat-
tlefield systems left. Understanding the feudal battle-
field of ancient Japan, you lost your weapon, you had
seconds to either find another one or relieve your
enemy of his, and if you go to ground you were hi-

story!  
Withey sensei will be in Devon England conducting a WBKA seminar on
22nd & 23rd August 2015, details; email: ShodaiMA@outlook.com  
More details on Hoshiyama-Ryu Jujitsu go to;  http://budo-kan.org/more-
info/hoshiyama-ryu-jujitsu/ 

Carl B. Withey
Vice President Hoshiyama-Ryu Association

Hoshiyama Ryu Jujitsu 副会長, Fukukaichou

Cuba - “Hasta la victoria siempre”
Havana (4 – 10 May 2015)
Passing through Santo Domingo, where is living and working our Syuseki
Shihan (To-kei), a lover of old weapons, Angelo Balconi, Cuba seems a reality
outside the world.
Life and bureaucracy is stopped at the time of the  “Revolution” of the  bar-
budos of  Fidel and Raul Castro - Barbudos is the name by which the Cuban
revolutionary of the movement of the  26 July 1953 were known.
The spirit of the commander Ernesto Guevara de la Serna – well known as
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Che Guevara or simply el Che (1928-
1967) – is there stopped as we thought again  at  the conquest of the barrack
Mancada the  26 July  1953.
A long time ago, when there was the political campaign of Maria Guevara, si-
ster of  “El Che”, but without his charisma, power, job.
The Argentinean, Heroes of the “Revolution” he is always there, among the
old walls of Malecom and why not, on the horizon of  Hatamoto, chief of the
guards of the daimyo (noble) of Date, feudatory (daimy�) Japanese (1430-
1473), whose domain covered the majority of the island of  Shikoku. Ho-
sokawa Katsumoto ‹hosokaua kazumoto›. - 
The time to pass the impact of the typhoon in the Caribbean sea; one visit to
the garden  of the great wise, the venerable Confucios (551 a.C. – 479 a.C)
along with Ernesto Camillo Hechaviarria Reyna (Wjjf/Wjjko) and his stu-
dents and family; and  finally  here I’m in Cayo Largo. The island in the blue
paradise of the Ocean and of the nature, is there, as for the Hollywood film
the island of coral (Key Largo) a film from  1948 directed by  John Huston,
with  Humphrey Bogart, Edward G. Robinson and  Lauren Bacall -.
The Bravo Club of  Cayo Largo a little paradise, that changes your life. It is
one of the  4 villages that with Alpitour, the  Wjjko has the “special weeks”
Naxos Greece  26 June 10 July, Shihan Stefano Draghi
Cala Landrusa Calabria  4 to 18 July, Gsb and Roberto De Ronzi
Almaza Beach Marsa Matrouh Egypt   4 to 18 August  Luigi Nosi
Here everything is special: the sky, the sea, a simple palace, that allows us to
forget a little bit of our society of consumption. Also the wi fi signal is pre-
sent and not, but this is not a problem in such a place.

The chief of the village, Alessandra, Aries as me, if she is not painting so-
mething old because of the years, she is busy taking care of the Cubans losing
in their fantasy.
With her, Gluaco, chief of entertainment and the staff, moving at a scheduled
pulse. Martin, “el comandante” the reference for the excursions, the right per-
son in the right place.
What about us? The master Maestro Andrea Bove and me, nothing more to
say.. “the special week” is special also for us: martial arts/self defence Pi Kwan
Shu (what’s) they are only one reflection pause to complete the job of the mu-
scular awakening in the contest of something outside the routes.
There is also another- “bravo” a little dog, a mascot one half Labrador, and he
is the soul of the centre. His name is, if not “Bravo”, in Castilian “bad” be-
cause of bad he has nothing!!
And “Bravo” … obviously “club”!

Gsb

Gratitude and appreciation 
Bucharest (15-17 May  2015)
In the range of the activities  the Fram (Romenian Federation of martial arts)
headed by Kancho Florentin Marinescu, Gsb president Wjjf/Wjjko and Igor
Lanzoni (vice president JJif) met at the Ministry of the interior and sports the
person of Cosmin Cristian, the secretary of State.
Seen the large development of the ju jitsu and the martial arts, this visit beco-
me official thanks of the delivery of one  plaque  signed by Florentin Marine-
scu who represents the common job between Italy and Romania.

Copyright n° 013044896
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During the seminar to which have participated the group of the master Geor-
ge Zharkov (Koden Enshin ryu), organized by  shihan George Chivaran in
cooperation with Doru Galan of the Seishin ju jitsu have been recognized the
following dan menjio: Manuel Paul Ion Rachita 1° dan, Adrian Gabriel Gri-
goras 1° dan, Igor Lanzoni 6° Dan, Costel Iorga 6° dan, Doru Galan 8° dan.
The diploma countersigned by Kancho Florentin Marinescu represent a since-
re relationship of respect and a vision between two Federations which have gi-
ven and are giving prestige to the respective countries.

International seminar   Wjjf 
Carrara 31 May 2015
Dear friends, I’m happy some of you were with me at the seminar of the 31
May in Carrara. It has been a wonderful experience  among many others.
Blue jackets, proud to be member of the great family- that one of the 
World Ju Jitsu Federation. There were Shike Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti,
and the 
Shihan Stefano Draghi, Giovanni Ronchini, David Gobbi, Guido Nicoli, An-
drea
Colombini ,for Italy. And also the new 8° Dans, Da-
vid Toney from Ireland and Amir Barnea from
Israel.
More than 350 participants, with many happy chil-
dren who represent our future.
But also many black belts, divided in  6 areas prepa-
red by the masters Nicoli and Colombini,- very
good masters of the house and excellent organizers
of this important international  event.. it has been a
long time since I saw so many black belts, from the
1° to the 6° Dan, training all together.
It has been a great satisfaction to be among the tea-
chers of a “class” composed by the high levels, but
anyway very interested in learning and overall  very
humble - “without having the nose in the air”.
This is in my opinion the right spirit of being on
the tatami.
Very nice the respect for the job of the other people
and the real desire to cooperate spreading in the
many groups belonging to the Italian World. 
Soon will land the project WJJF Italy and then we
will see many nice things.
See you soon

Shihan Livio Cesare Proia

Kuwait
Section of degrees chaired by Hesham Saleh

Aljaser:
1 dan sho dan: Yousef riad allaho, Abdullah Abdulrahman Al kandari
2 dan ni dan: Meshari z ramli, Mosab Suhail Alsaleh, Duaij Raad Alsaleh
4° dan yon dan: Ali malallah
6th dan roku: Mohammed A Malek, Meshal ali alsaeid
8° dan hachi dan: salahaldin botaiban

Young people to the fore
Approximately 130 young people and 46 adults gathered at the dojo head-
quarters for the Bi-annual prestigious WJJF/KO Black Belt gradings. 
All had spent months in the run up to the grading practicing and developing
their skills until they had their knowledge of the syllabus finely tuned and
they had reached their peak of fitness. The Senior Technical committee, hea-
ded up by Kaicho David Toney in Ireland, have tightened their criteria
making it much more difficult to pass the standards at mock grading in order
to be entered for the full test. 
Overall this has brought the quality of the Blackbelts passing the grade to a
very high standard and allows the students to know that they have truly been



tested to their limits and performed at their highest level.
Soke Clark always taught us that our WJJF/WJJKO heritage gives us a
‘brand of quality’ and we are proud to continue to strive for the excellence he
desired.
Grades passed:
26 x Senior Black
10 x 2nd Dan
8 x 3rd Dan
1 x 5th Master Gary Hutton
1 x 6th Master Liam Magill
60 x Junior Black
74 Gold Tab Awards Levels 1-9

1° Special Martial Meeting
Dear  Shihan,  in the circle of the social relationship between the sport structu-
res and the Army, our Federation, independently from the protocol Fijlkam/
Ministry of the Defence, to whom we are  giving our plaudit, has reached large
minded.
In  2014, thanks of the  proposal of  the Shihan, Mirko De Cristoforo (Club
Bushido Martial Academy asd) we were guests at the  “46° flight brigade of Pi-
sa”, of which  50 years ago, on the 11th  November  1961, in  Kindu, (ex Bel-
gium Congo) died 13 members. They were attacked (because members of the
blue helmets of Onu they were disarmed) by African mercenaries, massacred
and later killed and brake it up.
On this bright wake of glory, the colleague “zuishin” Hanshi Gianni Ronchini
(3474401047) and the Shihan David Gobbi (3358012046) of the  Kami Cen-
ter of Mestre (info@kamicenter.com) have organized the 1° Special Martial
Meeting Wjjko-Wjjf headed  inside the Military airport head quarters of the
51° flight formation of  Istrana in cooperation with the  Aeronautics  dpt
Istrana (TV) and the asd Ronin Ju Jitsu Combat instructors Racioppoli Luigi
(3931214950) and Roberto Farris (3474633367).
It is an important task confirming, if still important, the power, the support of
the groups which are part of the Wjjf Italy.
The program of the weekend (9/11 October) consists of  a lot of important
events from the European certification UPKL, for a technical up to date.
The occasion of  Istrana let us to invite in addition to the high level instructors
of the Wjjf-Italy and maybe some important people of the world Wjjf/Wjjko. 

Will follow asap some te-
chnical particulars, infor-
mation and advertising
with the details and the
program of the weekend
9/11 October  2015.
We hope the date of the
10 /11 October could be
a symbol of loyalty, effi-
ciency and sense of duty
of every one of us!!!
Best regards
“one love… one world…
ju jitsu”
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REALLY SOON
Wjjf - Wjjko/ Shihan Kai: realization of the new  

Videos  DVD; really soon, orders
Dear Shihan, we are glad to inform you we are publishing the new  “DVD”
we prepared last June in  Carrara (Italy).
The video has been realized putting the image of the logo Wjjf-Wjjko reg-
istered with protocol n. 130044896 with validity inside the EEC, we are
still  waiting  the registration of the Logo “ Foundation R. Clark”.
In case this logo is registered soon, we could insert it in the new video.
The “DVD” will be advertised and sold starting from January 2015 at the
price of Euro 35,00.
Awaiting your reply soon, we remain



International calendar Wjjko 

4-8 August: stage in Hungary organized by Tamas Smaraglai
16-22 August: Fjjcr organizes Summer Camp ju jiItsu in Valtice
23-30 September: Stage in Australia organized by sensei Tony Smith nad shihan Carl B. With-
ey
10-11 Octobert: stage in Venice/Istrana Italy organized by Kami Center
23-25 October: Germany stage organizzed by Wjj D president Shihan J. Oberhollenzer 
31 October- 1 November: stage in Russia organized by Alexander Bruzgin
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